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Abstract
Refined ABC algorithm (RABC) proposed in this paper to solve the optimal reactive power
problem. An artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm is one of copious swarm intelligence
algorithms that employ the foraging behavior of honeybee colonies. To progress the convergence
performance and search speed of finding the best solution RABC algorithm has been developed.
The main objective in this problem is to minimize the real power loss and also to keep the
variables within the specified limits. Proposed Refined ABC (RABC) algorithm has been tested
in standard IEEE 118 & practical 191 bus test systems and simulations results reveal about the
better performance of the proposed Refined ABC algorithm (RABC) algorithm in reducing the
real power loss and the voltage profiles within the limits.
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1. Introduction
Optimal reactive power problem plays most important role in the stability of power system
operation and control. In this paper the main aspect is to diminish the real power loss and to keep
the voltage variables within the limits. Previously many mathematical techniques like gradient
method, Newton method, linear programming [4-7] has been utilized to solve the optimal
reactive power dispatch problem and those methods have many difficulties in handling inequality
constraints. Voltage stability and voltage collapse play an imperative role in power system
planning and operation [8]. Recently Evolutionary algorithms like genetic algorithm have been
already utilized to solve the reactive power flow problem [9,10].In [11-20] Genetic algorithm,
Hybrid differential evolution algorithm, Biogeography Based algorithm, fuzzy based
methodology, improved evolutionary programming has been used to solve optimal reactive
power flow problem and all the algorithm successfully handled the reactive power problem. The
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm was introduced by Karaboga [21] as a technical report,
then its performance was measured using benchmark optimization functions [22,23]. A recent
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study [24] showed that ABC algorithm performs significantly better or at least comparable to
other SI algorithms as genetic algorithm [25], DE, and PSO algorithms. The ABC algorithm has
been applied to several fields in various ways, for example, training neural networks [26];
solving sensor deployment problem[27]; applied for engineering design optimization [28].The
ABC algorithm is superior to other algorithms in terms of its simplicity, flexibility and
robustness. In addition, the ABC algorithm requires fewer training parameters; so combining it
with other algorithms is easier. The standard ABC algorithm was based on the results of some
standard benchmark problems, however, as an initial proposal; it still has a considerable
performance gap with respect to state-of the- art algorithms. In particular, it was found to have
relatively poor performance on composite and non-separable functions, and have a slow
convergence rate toward high quality solutions. To improve the performance, the ABC algorithm
has been extended in a number of ways recently. For example, Alatas [29] proposed a chaotic
ABC algorithm, in which many chaotic maps for parameters adapted from the original ABC
were introduced to improve its convergence performance; Zhu and Kwong [30] proposed a
global best (Gbest) guided ABC algorithm by incorporating the information of global best
solution into the solution search equation to improve the exploitation; Banharnsakun et al. [31]
introduced best-so-far selection to standard ABC algorithm; Karaboga and Gorkemli [32]
introduced a combinatorial ABC for travelling salesman problems. In addition, Gao and Liu [33]
proposed a modified ABC algorithm (MABC) that used a modified solution search equation with
chaotic initialization, which excluded the probabilistic selection scheme and scout bees phases.
Along with the advantages of the improved versions of ABC, however, a few disadvantages still
exist. For example, ABC algorithms have low convergence speeds, low exploitation abilities, and
are also easily trapped in local optima. To overcome these disadvantages, we focus on the
predominance of hybridizing other algorithms easily and propose a Refined ABC algorithm,
which inspired by self-adaptive mechanism, incorporated DE (Differential evolution) and PSO
(Particle swarm optimization) algorithms. Proposed Refined ABC (RABC) algorithm has been
tested in standard IEEE 118 & practical 191 bus test systems and simulations results reveal about
the better performance of the proposed Refined ABC algorithm (RABC) algorithm in reducing
the real power loss and the voltage profiles within the limits.
2. Objective Function
2.1. Active Power Loss
The objective of the reactive power dispatch problem is to minimize the active power loss and
can be defined in equations as follows:
F = PL = ∑k∈Nbr g k (Vi2 + Vj2 − 2Vi Vj cosθij )

(1)

Where gk : is the conductance of branch between nodes i and j, Nbr: is the total number of
transmission lines in power systems.
2.2. Voltage Profile Improvement
To minimize the voltage deviation in PQ buses, the objective function can be written as:
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F = PL + ωv × VD

(2)

Whereωv : is a weighting factor of voltage deviation.
VD is the voltage deviation given by:
Npq

VD = ∑i=1 |Vi − 1|

(3)

2.3. Equality Constraint
The equality constraint of the problem is indicated by the power balance equation as follows:
PG = PD + PL

(4)

Where the total power generation PG has to cover the total power demand PD and the power
losses PL.
2.4. Inequality Constraints
The inequality constraint implies the limits on components in the power system in addition to the
limits created to make sure system security. Upper and lower bounds on the active power of
slack bus, and reactive power of generators are written as follows:
min
max
Pgslack
≤ Pgslack ≤ Pgslack

(5)

max
Qmin
gi ≤ Q gi ≤ Q gi , i ∈ Ng

(6)

Upper and lower bounds on the bus voltage magnitudes:
Vimin ≤ Vi ≤ Vimax , i ∈ N

(7)

Upper and lower bounds on the transformers tap ratios:
Timin ≤ Ti ≤ Timax , i ∈ NT

(8)

Upper and lower bounds on the compensators
Qmin
≤ Qc ≤ Qmax
, i ∈ NC
c
C

(9)

Where N is the total number of buses, NT is the total number of Transformers; Nc is the total
number of shunt reactive compensators.
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3. Standard ABC Algorithm
In the ABC algorithm, the artificial bee colony comprises three kinds of bees: employed bees,
onlooker bees, and scout bees. Employed bees search for food source sites by modifying the site
in their memory, evaluating the nectar amount of each new source, and memorizing the more
productive site through a selection process. These bees share information related to the quality of
the food sources they exploit in the “dance area”. The number of employed bees is equal to the
number of food sources for the hive. Onlooker bees search for food sources based on the
information coming from employed bees within the hive. As such, more beneficial sources have
higher probability to be selected by onlookers. Further, onlooker bees choose food sources
depending on the given information through probabilistic selection and modify these sources.
When the food source is abandoned, a new food source is randomly selected by a scout bee to
replace the abandoned source. The number of food sources in ABC algorithm is equivalent to the
number of solutions in a population for an optimization problem. The number of nectar sites of a
food source represents the fitness cost of the associated solution.
The main steps of the standard ABC algorithm are given below:
1. Initialize the population of solutions xij with

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

xij xmin, j rand[0,1](xmax, j xmin, j )
(10)
Where, i ∈1, 2, ..., SN and j ∈1, 2, ...,D are randomly selected indexes, SN is the number
of food source, and D is the dimension size.
Evaluate the population.
Initialize cycle to 1.
Produce new solutions vi for the employed bees by using (10), then evaluate them as
follows
vij xij ij (xij xkj )
(11)
where ij is a uniformly distributed random number in the range [-1,1]; i, k ∈1, 2, ..., SN
are randomly selected indexeswith k different from i and j ∈1, 2, ...,D is a randomly
selected index.
Apply the greedy selection process for the employed bees.
If the solution does not improve, add 1 to the trail, otherwise, set the trail to 0.
Calculate probability values Pi for the solutions using (12) as
𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖
𝑃𝑖 = ∑𝑆𝑁 𝑓𝑖𝑡
(12)
𝑛=1

𝑛

Where fiti is the fitness value of solution i.
8. Produce new solutions for the onlooker bees from solutions xi , which is selected
depending on pi , then evaluate them.
9. Apply the greedy selection process for the onlooker bees.
10. If the solution does not improve, add 1 to the trail, otherwise, set the trail to 0.
11. Determine the abandoned solution for the scout, if it exists, and replace it with a new
random solution using (10).
12. Memories the best solution achieved so far.
13. Add 1 to cycle.
14. Repeat until cycle reaches a predefined maximum cycle number (MCN).
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4. Refined ABC Algorithm (RABC)
There are two common aspects in population based heuristic algorithms, i.e., exploration and
exploitation. Exploration is the ability to expand the search space, and exploitation is the ability
to find optima around a good solution. Exploration and exploitation play key roles in SI
algorithms. They coexist in the evolutionary process of algorithms such as PSO, DE, and ABC,
but they contradict each other. To achieve a good optimization performance with higher
convergence speeds and not trapped in local optima, a self adaptive mechanism to change the
search range related with a cycle number was introduced, and then combined with DE to
improve the performance of the employed bees. In the standard ABC algorithm, a random
perturbation is added to the current solution to produce a new solution. This random perturbation
is weighted by ij selected from [-1,1] and is an uniformly distributed real random number in the
standard ABC. Too large or too small value of ij affects the convergence speed. Therefore, a
self-adaptive mechanism is used to balance the convergence speed and the exploration ability of
the algorithm for employed bees. The self adaptive mechanism of ABC consists of very simple
structure and is easy to implement. The ij is changed with the cycle number according to a
random value called rand in the range [0,1] for the food searching process of an employed bee; ij
is determined as (13).
−3∗

𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

(25∗𝑀𝐶𝑁)
∅𝑖 = {−𝑒
𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒
−3∗
−𝑒 (25∗𝑀𝐶𝑁)

0≤𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑≤0.5
0.5≤𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑≤1

(13)

The searching food source process in the standard ABC algorithm is similar to the mutation
process of DE. Besides, in DE [34, 35], the best solution in the current population is very
advantageous for higher convergence performance. As one scheme of the mutations of DE,
“DE/best/1” can effectively maintain population diversity. The “DE/best/1” mutation strategy
was combined with the food search process of the standard ABC algorithm to produce a new
search equation (14) and improved the convergence ability.
vij xbest , j ij (xij xkj )

(14)

Where i, k ∈1, 2, ..., SN are randomly selected indexes with k different from i ; j ∈1, 2, ...,D is a
randomly selected index and ij is the parameter given in (13).
It was determined that the search ability of the ABC algorithm is good at exploration, but poor in
terms of exploitation. Specifically, the relationship of employed bees and onlooker bees are
focused on exploration and exploitation, respectively. Employed bees explore new food sources
and send information to onlooker bees, and onlooker bees exploit the food sources explored by
employed bees. In the standard ABC algorithm, much time is required to find the food source
due to poor exploitation abilities and lower convergence speeds. To improve the exploitation
ability and convergence performance of the algorithm, we incorporated PSO [36] into the
standard ABC algorithm. PSO is based on the simulation of simplified social animal behaviors
and it has the advantage of good convergence performance. We modified the onlooker bee
search solution by taking advantage of the search mechanism of PSO; our modified search
equation for onlooker bees is shown as (15).
vij xij ij (xij xkj ) ij (xbest , j xij )
(15)
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Where i, k ∈1, 2, ..., SN are randomly selected indexes with k different from i ; j ∈1, 2, ..., SN is
a randomly selected index; xbest , j is the j-th element of the best dominant solution, and ij ∈[−1, 1]
and ij ∈[0, 1.2] are uniformly distributed random numbers. The proposed Refined ABC
algorithm (RABC) modifies the standard ABC in step 4 & 8. The modification (4) and (5) are
introduced to substitute (2) on step 4; the modification (6) is introduced to substitute (2) on step
8.
5. Simulation Results
At first Refined ABC algorithm (RABC) has been tested in standard IEEE 118-bus test system
[37].The system has 54 generator buses, 64 load buses, 186 branches and 9 of them are with the
tap setting transformers. The limits of voltage on generator buses are 0.95 -1.1 per-unit., and on
load buses are 0.95 -1.05 per-unit. The limit of transformer rate is 0.9 -1.1, with the changes step
of 0.025. The limitations of reactive power source are listed in Table 1, with the change in step
of 0.01.
Table 1: Limitation of reactive power sources
5
34 37 44 45 46 48
BUS
14 0
10 10 10 15
QCMAX 0
-40
0
-25
0 0
0
0
QCMIN
74 79 82 83 105 107 110
BUS
6
QCMAX 12 20 20 10 20 6
0 0
0 0
0
0
QCMIN 0
The statistical comparison results of 50 trial runs have been list in Table 2 and the results clearly
show the better performance of proposed RABC algorithm.
Table 2: Comparison results
Active power loss (p.u)

BBO
[38]

ILSBBO/
strategy1
[38]

Min
Max
Average

128.77 126.98
132.64 137.34
130.21 130.37

ILSBBO/
strategy1
[38]

Proposed
RABC

124.78
132.39
129.22

116.76
121.82
118.48

Then the Refined ABC algorithm (RABC) has been tested in practical 191 test system and the
following results have been obtained. In Practical 191 test bus system – Number of Generators =
20, Number of lines = 200, Number of buses = 191 Number of transmission lines = 55. Table 3
shows the optimal control values of practical 191 test system obtained by RABC method. And
table 4 shows the results about the value of the real power loss by obtained by Refined ABC
algorithm (RABC).
Table 3. Optimal Control values of Practical 191 utility (Indian) system by RABC method
VG1
1.10
VG 11
0.90
VG 2
0.72
VG 12
1.00
VG 3
1.01
VG 13
1.00
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VG 4
VG 5
VG 6
VG 7
VG 8
VG 9
VG 10

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T19
T20
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1.01
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.01
1.10
1.01

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.10
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00
0.90
1.00
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01

VG 14
VG 15
VG 16
VG 17
VG 18
VG 19
VG 20

T21
T22
T23
T24
T25
T26
T27
T28
T29
T30
T31
T32
T33
T34
T35
T39
T40

0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
1.00
0.90
0.90
1.01
0.90
0.90
0.90
1.01
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90

0.90
1.00
1.00
0.90
1.00
1.10
1.10

T41
T42
T43
T44
T45
T46
T47
T48
T49
T50
T51
T52
T53
T54
T55

0.90
0.90
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.90
0.91
1.00
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
1.00
0.90
0.90

Table 4: Optimum real power loss values obtained for practical 191 utility (Indian) system by
RABC method.
Real power Loss RABC
(MW)
Min
143.786
Max
146.982
Average
144.004
6. Conclusion
In this paper, Refined ABC algorithm (RABC) has been productively implemented to solve
reactive power problem. Proposed Refined ABC algorithm (RABC) successfully handles the
equality and inequality constraints. The validity of the Refined ABC algorithm (RABC) has been
proved by testing it in standard IEEE 118 & practical 191 test bus systems. The results are
compared with the other heuristic methods and the Refined ABC algorithm (RABC) established
its efficiency and strength in minimization of real power loss. And voltage profile index are well
within specified limits.
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